
Vision „Urbanes Wohnen“



Origin, Idea, concept  
and visions of the

Schwarzwälder Treehouses

„Oh man, look at you. You´ve got heaven and earth in you.“ (H. v. Bingen)



Vision „Campusleben“



Vision „Walmdach im Grünen“



A life without a dwelling is unthinkable for most earth conscious people to this day.  

Our need for protection, security, rest or status has allowed us to create various types  

of dwellings in the course of time.

Whether cave, leafroof, corrigated iron or foil wood shingle, brick or stoneslab – the walls 

made of wood or brickwork or even made of clay and straw, the need for a retreat has  

always been inherent tu us humans.

The Treehouse. A childhood dream – in airy height, like a bird on a branch, a place  

between heaven and earth. Perhaps it is also the memory of the time, in which our 

ancestors still lived in the trees, which give us a feeling of comfort in the branches high above.



Vision „Pultdach mit Meersicht“

The idea of the Treehouse was born from my decades of experience  

as charpenter and joiner in Germany and abroad.

In the beginning there was the discussion about the question how a space has  

to be constructed and which size corresponds to the human needs.

Secondly, it was important to me to use as little floor space and resources as possible.  

So the treehouse construction consums only ¼ of the usable living space of about 18 m2.

A third, central aspect is the sustainability, the domestic white fir is the basic material  

of the construction of the treehouse. With is great flexibility, the wood of the typical  

Black Forest tree offers the perfect, renewable material.



Vision „Pultdach mit Meersicht“



Vision „Jurte am Radweg“



The shape of a trunk is reproduced  with help of a loadbearing wooden construction.

Wooden trusses arranged in a circle form the basic trunk. The branches running upwards, 

bend outwards and form the crown – the plattform with its structure.

A staircase from the outside leads to the branches, from there through the plattform  to  

the dwelling. Also the roofed ground under the dwelling offers space and usability.

Regardless of the tree population, the Schwarzwälder Treehouse can be built in a wide  

variety of environments and used for a wide variety of purposes.



For instance, it can appear as a micro-appartment in rural areas and urban areas  

providing a space for tourism, wellbeing or as seminar room. The Schwarzwälder Treehouse 

can serve as a forest and observation site or as a cafeteria in a pedestrian zone. 

Whether woodcutter furnishing with stove or highend equipment, there are no limits to  

your imagination. Each Structure is individually manufactured to meet your  

personal needs and the respective use. 

The Schwarzwälder Treehouse, the very special place between heaven and earth.



Vision „Abenteuerurlaub“
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